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In 1988, the world was captivated by Bette Midler's soaring rendition of
'Wind Beneath My Wings.' This poignant ballad, originally written by Larry
Henley and Jeff Silbar, became an instant classic, touching the hearts of
millions with its message of love, appreciation, and unwavering support.

Years later, Midler returned to this beloved song with a sequel, 'His Wind
Beneath My Wings II.' Released in 2013 as part of her album 'It's the Girls!,'
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this sequel took on a life of its own, resonating deeply with audiences once
again.
Unveiling the Lyrical Depth

'His Wind Beneath My Wings II' expands upon the narrative of the original
song, delving deeper into the transformative power of love and support.

The lyrics explore the journey of a woman whose life has been touched by
an extraordinary love - a love that has empowered her to soar to
unexpected heights.

“He was the wind beneath my wings
He was the one who made me fly
He was the one who made me believe
I could touch the sky
He was the one who gave me strength
When I was weak
He was the one who made me strong
When I was meek”

These lyrics beautifully capture the essence of unconditional love - a love
that provides the foundation for personal growth, resilience, and the
courage to pursue one's dreams.

The Musical Nuances that Stir the Soul

Beyond its evocative lyrics, 'His Wind Beneath My Wings II' also stands out
for its captivating musical arrangement.



The song opens with a tender piano melody, setting the stage for Midler's
warm and expressive vocals. As the music progresses, strings and acoustic
guitar add a layer of emotional depth, creating a sonic backdrop that
perfectly complements the song's message.

The chorus explodes with a powerful crescendo, mirroring the
transformative experience of love's uplifting power. Midler's vocals soar
effortlessly over the sweeping melody, conveying the exhilaration and
gratitude that comes from having a steadfast support system.
The Heartwarming Inspiration behind the Song

The story behind 'His Wind Beneath My Wings II' is as heartwarming as the
song itself.

Midler wrote the sequel as a tribute to her husband, Martin von Haselberg.
In an interview, she revealed that the song was inspired by a conversation
she had with her husband about her fears and insecurities.

Von Haselberg's unwavering belief in Midler's abilities and his ability to
make her feel loved and supported became the catalyst for this deeply
personal and moving song.

A Timeless Classic that Continues to Inspire

Nearly a decade after its release, 'His Wind Beneath My Wings II' remains
a timeless classic, resonating with people of all ages and backgrounds.

The song's message of love, support, and the power of unwavering belief
continues to touch hearts and provide solace during challenging times.



Whether it's played at weddings, graduations, or memorial services, 'His
Wind Beneath My Wings II' serves as a reminder of the transformative
power of love and the profound impact it can have on our lives.

Bette Midler's 'His Wind Beneath My Wings II' is a masterpiece that
transcends time and genre.

Through its poignant lyrics, captivating music, and the heartwarming story
behind its creation, this song continues to inspire and uplift audiences
worldwide.

As a testament to its enduring legacy, 'His Wind Beneath My Wings II'
stands as a timeless ballad that will undoubtedly resonate with generations
to come.
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